LITERARY STUDIES SAMPLE CURRICULAR PATHS

Questions? Contact Prof. Val Vinokur, Undergraduate Director: VinokurV@newschool.edu

WRITING TRACK:

2nd year / fall:
Literary Foundations 1*
Intro Workshop (Primary Genre)

2nd year / spring:
Literary Foundations 2
Intermediate Workshop (Primary Genre)

3rd year / fall:
Single-Text course
Intro Workshop (Secondary Genre)

3rd year / spring:
Intermediate Workshop (Secondary Genre)**
Approaches to Literary Studies

4th year / fall:
Advanced Workshop (Primary Genre)
Reading for Writers
Literature Elective

LITERATURE TRACK:

2nd year / fall:
Literary Foundations 1
Approaches to Literary Studies

2nd year / spring:
Literary Foundations 2
Literature Elective in Theater

3rd year / fall:
Single-Text course
Literature Elective in Poetry

3rd year / spring:
Intermediate Workshop (Secondary Genre)
2nd Approaches to Literary Studies course

4th year / fall:
Literature Elective
Literature Elective
Reading for Writers

4th year / spring:
Senior Capstone (Primary Genre): Senior Seminar, Writing for Publication (by application only), or Senior Thesis (by application only)
2nd Reading for Writers course or 2nd Literature Elective

*Literary Foundations 1 or 2 must be completed or in-progress if you wish to enroll in any 3000+ level Literary Studies course (including Intermediate Writing Workshops). Composition or First Year Writing do not count toward the major.

**Students may not take more than one level in the same genre in the same semester; the writing workshop levels must be completed in sequence.